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Machine Learning Methods for “Small-n, Large-p” Problems:
Understanding the Complex Drivers of Modern-Day Slavery

Affiliation

40 million people are estimated to be in some form of modern slavery across the globe. Un-

derstanding the factors that make any particular individual or geographical region vulnerable

to such abuse is essential for the development of effective interventions and policy. Efforts to

isolate and assess the importance of individual drivers statistically are impeded by two key chal-

lenges: data scarcity and high dimensionality. The hidden nature of modern slavery restricts

available datapoints; and the large number of candidate variables that are potentially predictive

of slavery inflates the feature space exponentially. The result is a highly problematic “small n,

large p” setting, where overfitting and multi-collinearity can render more traditional statistical

approaches inapplicable. Recent advances in non-parametric computational methods, however,

offer scope to overcome such challenges. We present an approach that combines non-linear

machine learning models and strict cross-validation methods with novel variable importance

techniques, emphasising the importance of stability of model explanations via Rashomon-set

analysis. This approach is used to model the prevalence of slavery in 48 countries, with results

bringing to light the importance predictive factors - such as a country’s capacity to protect the

physical security of women, which has previously been under-emphasized in the literature.

Out-of-sample estimates of slavery prevalence are then made for countries where no survey

data currently exists.

Slavery was not eradicated with its ‘abolition’ in the 19th1

century; instead it has morphed in form, and continues as2

a phenomenon in all countries in the world [1]. Recent esti-3

mates have put the number of enslaved people at over 40 mil-4

lion [2], translating to 5.4 victims from every 1,000 people5

world-wide. Modern slavery is highly challenging to identify6

and measure, defined as “any situation of exploitation that a7

person cannot refuse or leave because of threats, violence,8

coercion, deception, and/or an abuse of power” [2] - situa-9

tions that include forced labour, debt bondage, forced mar-10

riage, sexual exploitation, bonded labour, and human traf-11

ficking [1]. In order to address this global challenge and meet12

United Nations Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 8.7, it13

is crucial to not only to find new ways to measure prevalence14

[3, 2, 4], but to understand better the conditions which allow15

its continued perpetuation. We must isolate and address the16

core, driving factors that are leaving particular individuals,17

regions, or countries at risk.18

Estimating Slavery Prevalence19

Estimating the prevalence of slavery, of course, remains a20

central task. National and regional estimates not only high-21

light the extent of the issue, but serve as dependent vari-22

ables in analyses which attempt to model, and hence find23

explanations of, slavery’s underlying causes [5]. However,24

the hidden nature of modern-slavery makes it an intrinsically25

difficult to measure [6] and there remains much uncertainty26

around the true number of people enslaved [7]. In recent27

years, the Walk Free Foundation (WFF) has made valuable 28

progress in this area, providing estimates of slavery incidence 29

across 48 countries in 2016 and 2018, based upon surveys 30

from the Gallup World Poll (GWP). These estimates have 31

been further extrapolated out-of-sample to countries where 32

no GWP survey data existed using theoretically-driven risk 33

models [8, 2]. While this has proven a highly beneficial exer- 34

cise [9, 10], methods used to produce such estimates are not 35

without their limitations [7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]; and de- 36

spite recent advances in Multiple Systems Estimation (MSE) 37

[3, 16, 17, 18], assessment of national slavery prevalence to 38

any degree of accuracy remains an active research area. 39

A further problem in modelling slavery is that, again due 40

to its hidden nature, there exists an extensive range of candi- 41

date independent variables to investigate, while at the same 42

time a shortage of prevalence estimates to regress against. 43

Therefore, aggregated data used to model slavery prevalence 44

in a population will likely be “small n, large p” in nature 45

[19]. This issue is symptomatic of many “wicked problems” 46

[20] facing computational social sciences, with too few ex- 47

perimental units, n, available to researchers in comparison to 48

the vast number of potential driving factors, p, to be mod- 49

elled. In such situations, dangers of overfitting and multi- 50

collinearity can render traditional statistical approaches inap- 51

plicable - and as a result, investigation of the factors under- 52

lying modern-slavery remains a challenging statistical task. 53
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Identifying Drivers of Modern-day Slavery54

Due to the “small n, large p” problem, prior research55

exploring the factors underlying slavery has predominantly56

been theoretically driven, with social science literature re-57

porting individuals most vulnerable to exploitation as being:58

economic migrants; political asylum seekers; illiterate [21]59

orphaned children [22]; homeless people [23]; and the job-60

less [8]. All categories pertain to those who either have poor61

well-being [8] or acute poverty and/or significant debt, and62

hence seek a better way of life [21]. Children, estimated to63

make up a quarter of all victims [1], have also been identi-64

fied as being particularly vulnerable to coercion through fake65

promises of work, food, or ‘western’ lifestyles [24]. It is well66

understood that “trafficking thrives better on willingness”,67

with traffickers targeting areas where individuals are most68

vulnerable, desperately poor and with few options available69

[24].70

At a national level, higher slavery incidences have been71

linked to both low GDP and higher levels of corruption [25].72

Poverty neither equates to slavery, nor makes it inevitable73

and there are many poor areas where slavery is rare [26].74

However, poverty can leave people in desperate circum-75

stances, and is a well-established factor in making individ-76

uals easier for traffickers to coerce [27]. Slavery and human77

trafficking in turn undermines local and national economies,78

lowering GDP further [28], making cause and effect harder to79

discern. The impact of armed conflict on slavery is also well80

reported in the literature, with its effects being both direct81

and indirect. Men, women, and children have been abducted82

and forced to serve as soldiers, porters or smugglers of looted83

goods, forced labourers in military camps, and sex slaves for84

militia officers [21, 29]. It is estimated that over 120,00085

children have been used in armed conflicts in Africa alone86

[29], with battle deaths also leaving children orphaned and87

vulnerable [21]. Destruction of infrastructure and societal88

systems leaves populations isolated and unprotected, mak-89

ing conflict-torn areas easy targets, where crimes are rarely90

investigated.91

At higher regional levels, areas such as Africa and Asia92

have been linked to higher prevalence of slavery [2]. This93

is thought to be caused by a number of factors including:94

geographic position with regards to trade routes and smug-95

gling channels [24]; occurrence of natural disasters destroy-96

ing livelihoods and displacing populations; diseases such as97

HIV and AIDS increasing the number of orphaned children98

[30, 22]; and desertification and rising sea levels causing99

famine [31]. The sheer range of factors emphasizes the com-100

plexity of slavery as a social problem, stemming from the101

multitude of possible causes interacting with one another.102

Quantifying the Effects of Drivers 103

Despite a rich literature considering the drivers of mod- 104

ern slavery, most findings stem from qualitative case data, 105

victim/survivor interviews and small scale surveys. While a 106

depth of insight is obtainable from such methods, findings 107

are necessarily drawn from small samples, limiting general- 108

izability to specific regions, industries, and forms of slavery. 109

Few of the predictors hypothesised, and detailed in the pre- 110

vious section, have been studied statistically, restricting our 111

understanding of their impacts and interactions. As a conse- 112

quence, not enough is known about the extent to which any 113

individual driver engenders slavery incidence; nor how fac- 114

tors combine to allow the phenomena to perpetuate, limiting 115

the formation of informed national policy. 116

There are a few recent exceptions; researchers have used 117

national prevalence estimates from GWP surveys [2] to sta- 118

tistically consider relationships between slavery and spe- 119

cific phenomena such as fishing [32] and globalisation [33]. 120

The WFF have also established a theory driven Vulnera- 121

bility Model [34], to summarize factors impacting national 122

prevalence. The WFF framework groups 23 national-level 123

risk variables into five major dimensions: Governance Is- 124

sues; Lack of Basic Needs; Effects of Conflict; Inequality; 125

and Disenfranchised Groups [34], and allows a vulnerability 126

score to be formulated for each country using its scores on 127

each dimension. However, the extent to which individual fac- 128

tors predict slavery is not reported, nor is there indication of 129

how factors relate to one another. The WFF framework cur- 130

rently drops variables when collinearities occur (e.g. Gender 131

Inequality Index [34]) and the framework’s combined vul- 132

nerability score (which considers all 5 dimensions together) 133

shows only moderate correlation with country prevalence es- 134

timates (r=0.33) [8]. 135

Other quantitative studies have predominantly restricted 136

themselves to linear hypothetico-deductive approaches [32, 137

33], focusing on single or small sets of independent vari- 138

ables. While this is an understandable situation given lim- 139

ited data, it has left an open challenge of assessing the prob- 140

lem domain via an inductive and computational approach. 141

Exploration of slavery drivers requires machinery that can 142

accommodate the high-dimensional and non-linear nature of 143

modern slavery, while also accounting for interactions and 144

collinearities between explanatory variables. In this work, 145

we extend WFF’s valuable ground-work in the field, intro- 146

ducing a computational model able to directly map relation- 147

ships between vulnerability indicators and national slavery 148

prevalence. Our explicit target is to quantify the importance 149

of individual factors in predicting slavery prevalence, despite 150

a “small n, large p” context. Central to the approach is the 151

first application of Rashomon-set analysis [35] to the issue, a 152

technique which allows assessment of the stability of model 153

explanations and interactions across individual variable im- 154

portances. 155
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Overcoming the Limitations of Traditional Approaches156

Studies capitalising on the national prevalence estimates157

represent an important step forward in understanding the sta-158

tistical relationships between variables that may affect slav-159

ery. Yet, the insights that can be gained from the linear160

regression/correlation analyses predominantly used are lim-161

ited by three key factors to overcome: issues of (1) multi-162

collinearity; (2) assumed linearity and (3) overfitting. These163

challenges respectively impact on variable importance anal-164

yses, overall explanatory-power of different models, and the165

generalisability of those models:166

Multicollinearity: In a traditional regression model pre-167

dictors need to be independent if β coefficients are to be168

used as reliable estimates of variable importance [36]. Due169

to multicollinearity the WFF, for example, excludes sev-170

eral variables from its factor analyses despite “conceptual171

gaps that were potentially addressed by their inclusion” [34].172

Omitted variables in this instance included: political/civil173

rights, wages, literacy, child mortality, corruption, GDP, gov-174

ernment effectiveness, and gender inequality [34], many of175

which have been highlighted as important in the literature.176

As will be shown, omitting variables with partial collinear-177

ities can not only impact model accuracy, but can alter the178

explanations for slavery produced. Such variables can be179

involved in non-linear interactions, interpretation of which180

may offer benefits to policy. Recognising and understand-181

ing the effects of such collinearities in a model, rather than182

simply discarding them, is hence a key focus.183

Assumptions of linearity: Traditional regression analy-184

ses do not readily reveal non-linear dependencies, tipping-185

point thresholds, nor sub-population effects despite such as-186

pects being important issues when forming and implement-187

ing policy interventions. If addressing some key factor (e.g.188

education of women) predominantly impacts a particular189

context only (e.g. a specific age group), its importance can190

be lost within linear models - and insufficiently reflected via191

analysis of β coefficients. In domains such as slavery this is192

an important consideration, with the literature clearly iden-193

tify variation in the relevance of particular drivers in differ-194

ent geographical regions. In Northern African countries, for195

example, relative AIDS prevalence is suggested as a strong196

candidate predictor of slavery, due to the number of children197

orphaned by the disease [22]; in Western countries this rela-198

tionship would be completely unanticipated, given the vastly199

more-developed social and health services. Standard regres-200

sion approaches are not able to delineate non-linear contexts201

of this nature, despite their common occurrence in the do-202

main.203

Overfitting: Performing traditional regression analysis204

on small data carries significant risk of model over-fitting205

[37]. This is a critical issue, with models that appear to206

provide good ‘fit’ to data, offering no guarantees of out-of-207

sample generalizability in reality. Such cases undermine the208

efficacy of any explanations emerging from models; and this 209

adds risk to any real-world interventions formed from them. 210

This issue is exacerbated in high-dimensional settings where 211

multiple variables are modelled simultaneously [37]. Partly, 212

this may be why hypothetico-deductive approaches remain 213

so prevalent in the social sciences, with studies tending to fo- 214

cus on a few key hypotheses in order to prevent the increase 215

of family-wise error rates. While this does indeed help to 216

prevent overfitting, the ability to uncover new, and perhaps 217

unexpected, predictors is often lost. Furthermore, the ability 218

to assess relative variable importances across a wide range of 219

features is foregone, with interactions between variables left 220

unmodelled - a situation which is particularly problematic to 221

settings such as slavery, where driving factors are unlikely to 222

act in isolation. 223

In response to issues of multicollinearity, non-linearity 224

and overfitting, the field of machine learning has sought 225

to develop alternative ways to guard against model overfit- 226

ting, while accommodating both non-linear and multivari- 227

ate data. This has produced a rich array of cross-validation 228

techniques, methods which support inductive experimental 229

setups whilst defending against p-hacking and ‘procedural 230

overfitting’ [37]. Cross-validation aims to find model param- 231

eterisations that maximise generalizability, rather than mini- 232

mizing regression residuals (whilst additionally reducing the 233

influence/bias of the researcher in model specification and 234

model selection phases). Due to their inductive nature, such 235

frameworks permit discovery of potential new predictors - 236

and crucially allows comparative assessment of the impor- 237

tance of variables, even in non-linear settings. 238

Cross-validation was, however, designed with large 239

datasets in mind. If stable model interpretations are to be 240

found using smaller datasets, we require additional consider- 241

ations and alterations to a typical machine learning method- 242

ology. The steps required to achieve this our outlined in de- 243

tail in the Method section, and centre on integration of fea- 244

ture compression/selection directly into the modelling pro- 245

cess, rather than being undertaken a priori as has been com- 246

mon in the field. Reduction of the variable space at some 247

point is unavoidable, if the “large p” problem [38] is to be 248

handled. A set of k, potentially latent, variables must be 249

identified, where k < p. Unlike methods such as partial least 250

squares, which identify such latent variables via parametric 251

modelling assumptions, our approach treats k as a hyper- 252

parameter to be identified as part of model class exploration. 253

To traverse the model space, M, we employ full, leave-one- 254

out cross validation (LOOCV), allowing model parameters 255

to be optimized, whilst using all of the “small n” data. This 256

further ensures that insights extracted from fitted models will 257

generalize to the whole dataset as much as possible. 258

With a best performing compression strategy and model 259

parameterization, M̂ ∈ M, having been identified via this 260

method, a final issue remains. The potential for multi- 261
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collinearlity in the data increases the likelihood that mul-262

tiple equally well-performing models exist - models which263

have (almost) equivalent prediction accuracy to M̂, but which264

leverage their independent variables in different ways. To265

interpret a single model, and assume its internal predictive266

mechanisms are fully representative of the phenomena being267

analysed, is not credible in “small n” situations. To remedy268

this ‘instability’, and to increase confidence in the driving269

factors isolated, we therfore employ a Rashomon-set analysis270

[39, 40, 41]. All well-performing model solutions (i.e. those271

within an ‘epsilon-threshold’ of the best model’s prediction272

accuracy) are fit to the full dataset. Variable importance273

methods can then be applied to all models in this Rashomon274

set, allowing analysis of variable importance volatility and275

shedding light on both masking and interaction effects across276

predictors. Together, these steps allow for meaningful, po-277

tentially novel insights to be extracted via a non-linear, in-278

ductive approach even in “small n, large p” settings.279

Study Overview280

In this study, we apply the “small n, large p” workflow281

described in the previous section to model the prevalence of282

slavery over 70 country-year datapoints. Data is drawn from283

published and freely available datasets, and is comprised of284

106 independent variables gathered from open-source data285

(covering a range of economic, socio-demographic and con-286

textual indicators) with a single dependent variable depicting287

slavery prevalence (derived from GWP surveyed data) [33].288

Data modelling occurs via a strict LOOCV approach, seek-289

ing model parameterizations and identification of latent vari-290

ables/factors, that minimize mean absolute error (MAE) on291

hold-out data. The primary goal of the study is to understand292

better the driving factors of modern-slavery, whilst avoid-293

ing assumptions of traditional linear methodologies predom-294

inately used in the field to date. Use of this inductive method-295

ology provides the opportunity for new predictive features to296

emerge. We evaluate the utility of this approach via compar-297

ison to a (i) pre-selection of features via theory, (ii) use of298

full, raw feature sets with contemporary statistical methods.299

As well as allowing insight into drivers of slavery, our final300

model is also used to generate new out-of-sample estimates301

of slavery prevalence for countries where no survey data ex-302

ists.303

Results304

Model Selection305

The model selection phase of our analysis considered a306

range of candidate features spaces: the full feature set (all307

106 national indicator variables), a subset of 34 variables re-308

ported in the literature as relating to modern-slavery, and a309

range of compressed feature spaces (expressing between 2310

Figure 1. The LOOCV performance of all models where

MAE was less than 0.27.

Table 1

LOOCV performance of the different pipelines
Feature Selection Feature Compression Model Class MAE

Full feature set NMF Linear Regression 0.266

Full feature set NMF Decision Tree 0.241

Full feature set NMF Decision Tree (MF) 0.227

Full feature set NMF Random Forest 0.237

Full feature set Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression 0.269

Full feature set No compression Lasso Regression 0.248

Full feature set No compression Decision Tree 0.322

Full feature set No compression Decision Tree (MF) 0.250

Full feature set No compression Random Forest 0.246

Theory-based NMF Linear Regression 0.291

Theory-based NMF Decision Tree 0.282

Theory-based NMF Decision Tree (MF) 0.232

Theory-based NMF Random Forest 0.248

Theory-based Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression 0.284

Theory-based No compression Lasso Regression 0.248

Theory-based No compression Decision Tree 0.293

Theory-based No compression Decision Tree (MF) 0.228

Theory-based No compression Random Forest 0.249

Note: MAE = Mean Absolute Error. NMF = Non-negative Matrix Fac-

torisation (chosen for it’s interpretability). ‘Theory-based’ refers to feature

selection based on the literature (N=34). MF refers to allowing the ‘max

features’ hyper-parameter to be tuned, so that the decision tree could not

select from all components at each split. A Lasso regression (L1 norm reg-

ularisation) was used instead of a linear regression when no feature com-

pression was used due to the the high number of independent variables.

Table 2

The Rashomon set
Model Name MAE Features Model Class K Components

Best Model 0.227 All features NMF->DT (MF) 6

Rashomon 1 0.228 Theory-selected DT (MF)

Rashomon 2 0.228 All features NMF->DT (MF) 6

Rashomon 3 0.230 All features NMF->DT (MF) 6

Rashomon 4 0.231 All features NMF->DT (MF) 6

Rashomon 5 0.232 Theory-selected NMF->DT (MF) 5
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Figure 2. The predictions of slavery prevalence (individuals enslaved as a % of the population) made by the best model using

leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV), compared to the ‘actual’ prevalence as estimated using the Gallup World Poll (GWP)

survey data. The grey box plots illustrate the distribution of 10,000 bootstrapped LOOCV predictions (using the full pipeline

NMF->DT) to help illustrate the uncertainty associated with our model’s predictions. The box shows the quartiles of the

bootstrapped predictions while the whiskers extend to show the rest of the distribution, except for points that were determined

to be “outliers” (using a function of the inter-quartile range) which are not plotted. The x axis is ordered by the MAE.

Figure 3. The permutation importance [42] of the NMF com-

ponents (identified latent variables) in the best performing

model.

and 8 components). This meant that as well as testing dif-311

ferent model classes, the utility of feature-selection based on312

theory and different feature compression using Non-negative313

Matrix Factorisation (NMF) could also be tested. NMF was314

selected to identify latent variables due to ease of interpre-315

tation in comparison to other compression methods, such as316

PCA. NMF parameterizations (k) were explored as part of317

the grid search, meaning the interactions between feature318

compression and model class parameterizations were also319

captured. This allowed identification of optimal latent vari-320

able compression for each predictive mechanism/pipeline.321

The model classes explored ranged from linear and regu-322

larised regression based models, to non-linear approaches323

such as decision trees and random forest models (also chosen324

due to high interpretability). Partial least squares was also325

examined due to its internal identification of latent structures.326

The best preforming parameterization for each of these mod-327

elling strategies pipelines is detailed in Table 1, with Figure328

1 illustrating the distribution of performances for all models329

with MAE less than 0.27. 330

The best performing model used the full feature pool 331

(p = 106), compressed the feature space via latent NMF 332

components (k = 6), then used a (non-linear) decision tree 333

model with a restricted number of ‘max features’ (MF) avail- 334

able at each split (to help prevent the tree from getting stuck 335

at a local minimum). For the full set of model parameters see 336

Appendix B. The best model’s performance was a significant 337

improvement on both the mean (MAE= 0.366, p<0.001) and 338

median (MAE= 0.349, p<0.001) baseline predictions anal- 339

ysed using a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank t-test. 340

Predictions using leave-one-out analysis compared to the 341

‘actual’ slavery prevalence estimations can be viewed in 342

Figure 2, accompanied by the distribution of 10,000 boot- 343

strapped predictions to illustrate the associated uncertainty. 344

The graph highlights that the model was less effective at pre- 345

dicting a subset of countries, and in particular those with the 346

highest prevalence of slavery, which it tended to underesti- 347

mate1. 348

Model Interpretation 349

In the model interpretation phase, the best model, M̂, 350

was fit to the data, and resulting NMF components and 351

variable loadings analysed to determine component themes 352

(see Appendix, Figure A3 for a breakdown of the model). 353

Components’ relative importances were then compared us- 354

1In this particular analysis we chose not to add a weighting to the

high estimates, but recognise that this might be appropriate when

using the model as a tool to identify areas at high risk.
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Figure 4. The predictions of slavery prevalence (individuals enslaved as a % of the population) made by the best model and

the five other well performing models in the Rashomon set (see Table 2). The x axis is ordered by the MAE between our best

model and the ‘actual’ prevalence as estimated by the GWP survey data.

Figure 5. Comparison of variable importance ratings all

models in the Rashomon set, omitting those in the same

model class as the best model (NMF->DT (MF).

ing permutation importance [42]. Finally, a group of sim-355

ilarly performing models that constructed a Rashomon set356

[39, 40, 41] were utilised to investigate whether insights con-357

verged across multiple well performing models, or whether358

alternative explanations exist.359

For M̂, the NMF stage reduced the 106 different variables360

to 6 latent components, interpretable as: Democratic Rule,361

Armed Conflict, (lack of) Physical Security for Women, So-362

cial Inequality and Discrimination, Access to Resources, and363

Religious and Political Freedoms (specific variable loading’s364

can be viewed in Appendix, Figure A2). Interestingly, the365

component themes that emerged closely matched the vulner-366

ability factors used by the WFF in their vulnerability model,367

with one notable exception: the addition of a component fo-368

cusing specifically on the physical security of women. The 369

component permutation importance for M̂ was also calcu- 370

lated, with Figure 3 providing a comparison of the compo- 371

nents’ importance, and illustrating that access to resources 372

was identified as the most important predictor of national 373

slavery in the model. 374

This, however, only reflects the viewpoint of a single 375

model. To test the stability of the insights produced, fur- 376

ther analysis was performed using a Rashomon set approach 377

[39]. Risk of model instability is relatively high in “small n, 378

large p”, and can be exacerbated when non-parametric ap- 379

proaches such as decision trees [43] are employed to handle 380

multicollinearity between the components. To deal with this 381

it is therefore necessary to examine whether other well per- 382
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Figure 6. A heat map illustrating that (for the best perform-

ing model) the partial dependency of the prevalence predic-

tion is especially high when both Access to Resources and

Physical Security of Women are low. Here, a lower score for

Physical Security of Women indicates less security.
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Figure 7. Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE) plots to

illustrate the non-linear effects of components on the best

model’s predictions. Each coloured line is a country-year

data point with some jitter applied. The thick black line is the

average partial dependency of the component on the preva-

lence prediction.

forming models gave converging or diverging explanations383

(referred to as the Rashomon effect [44]). In this case, the384

Rashomon set was defined as any model whose MAE per-385

formance was within 2.5% of the best performing model386

(< 0.233)2. Models retained in the Rashomon set are out-387

lined in Table 2, and feature: three other models with the388

same pipeline as the best model (using NMF->DT (MF) on389

all the features); a DT (MF) using just the theory features,390

and a final NMF->DT (MF) which used only theory-selected391

features. The disagreements in predictions made across the392

Rashomon set can be viewed in Figure 4.393

Despite, NMF models utilizing different random seeds394

for initializing coordinate descent and different coefficients395

for the regularisation terms (alpha), K=6 emerged as opti-396

mal across all pipelines on the full feature set. Correspond-397

ing NMF themes remained predominantly stable across each398

model (see Appendix, Figure A4), providing strong evidence399

for the applicability of the six latent variables identified.400

Within model’s sharing the same class as M̂ (NMF->DT401

(MF), all features), the permutation importances of compo-402

nents were compared across models, in order to understand403

how other competing solutions compared to the explanation404

provided by M̂. This comparison can be viewed in Figure 5.405

The graph illustrates the different predictive strategies mod-406

els used following feature reduction. The variation across407

models highlights the risk of over-interpreting insights from408

a single model. For example, in the best performing model,409

M̂, Democratic Rule and Armed Conflict are relatively unim-410

portant predictors of slavery prevalence, yet are the most im-411

portant in Rashomon models, M2, M3 and M4.412

Subsequent analysis of components (see Appendix, Fig- 413

ure A5) indicate that, despite their stability, some multi- 414

collinearity does remain between them. In particular, Re- 415

ligious and Political Freedoms is negatively correlated with 416

Armed Conflict (r=-0.62); and (lack of) Physical Security 417

for Women is negatively correlated with Access to Resources 418

(r=-0.44). The effect of the latter relationship is particularly 419

apparent in Figure 5, with Rashomon models, M2 and M3 re- 420

quiring only one of those components to perform well. This 421

suggests that there may additionally exist non-linear relation- 422

ships between the two components, which cannot be fully 423

captured in the correlation coefficient. 424

To understand the unanticipated relationship between Ac- 425

cess to Resources and the Physical Security of Women more 426

fully, partial dependency plots were analysed to look for non- 427

linear dependencies between the variables. Figure 6 illus- 428

trates that the physical security of women is only predictive 429

of slavery in contexts where access to resources is low. In 430

other words, women are particularly vulnerable to being ex- 431

ploited in areas where there is poor access to fuel, electric- 432

ity, piped/clean water, sanitation, and education (see variable 433

loadings of the Access to Resources component in Appendix, 434

Figure A2). To further highlight the non-linear interactions 435

behind the Physical Security of Women component, Individ- 436

ual Conditional Expectation (ICE) graphs shown in Figure 7 437

indicate that when a (lack of) physical security for women 438

is extremely high, this dramatically increases the partial de- 439

pendency of the prevalence prediction - more than any other 440

component. The important role that Physical Security of 441

Women can play in the prediction of slavery prevalence is 442

only made available here using a methodology that allows 443

for non-linear interactions of this nature to be modelled. 444

Predicting prevalence for countries with no survey data 445

As a final stage of analysis we present new estimates for 446

countries where no GWP survey data has been collected, pro- 447

jecting the best performing model out-of-sample in order to 448

generate new estimates of prevalence. The model was fitted 449

to the 70 country-year data points over the years 2016 and 450

2018 for which survey data were available. Predictions are 451

output for the 172 countries in 2018 for which no survey data 452

exist. Figure 8 shows the estimates produced compared to the 453

estimates made by the model used in the 2018 edition of the 454

Global Slavery Index (GSI) [2]. The GSI used a hierarchical 455

Bayesian linear model with additional adjustments (see [2, 8] 456

for full methodological details). 457

These out of sample predictions constitute the best pre- 458

dictions within the parameters of our grid search, noting that 459

2While selecting an epsilon-values of this nature when generate

Rashomon set’s remains a subjective task, Figure 1 illustrates the

visible gap in performance between the set of models included in

comparison to competitors.
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Figure 8. The predictions made for the 2018 prevalence of slavery (individuals enslaved as a % of the population) in countries

where no GWP survey data exists. The estimates made by the best performing model are compared to those made by the GSI.

The grey box plots illustrate the distribution of 10,000 bootstrapped LOOCV predictions (using the full pipeline NMF->DT)

to help illustrate the uncertainty associated with our model’s predictions. The box shows the quartiles of the bootstrapped pre-

dictions while the whiskers extend to show the rest of the distribution, except for points that were determined to be “outliers”

(using a function of the inter-quartile range) which are not plotted. The x axis is ordered by the disagreement between our

model’s predictions and the predictions made by the GSI model. The countries displayed are those which had <10% missing

independent variable data. For all 172 out-of-sample predictions and information on missing data see Appendix, Table A1.

that our parameter and model choices were influenced by the460

goals of the investigation - improved understanding of the461

predictors of slavery. It is recognised that the goals of ex-462

planation and prediction do not always align [45, 46, 37].463

Model selection and parameter searches in our implementa-464

tions were guided by a need for model interpretability (e.g.465

use of linear latent variable structures), and it remains pos-466

sible that predictions could be improved through the use of467

other models (i.e. black box methods) or data sampling tech-468

niques (such as taking the mean of the bootstrapped predic-469

tions). Nevertheless, considering the estimates produced by470

computational models with well-established and understood471

mechanisms, establishes not only a) interpretable estimates,472

but also b) whether different models with different features473

diverge/converge in their predictions, and c) what further474

data/features might improve prediction.475

Discussion476

This study, for the first time, presents an inductive ma-477

chine learning methodology and contemporary variable im-478

portance analysis to understand better the complex predictors479

of modern slavery in the real world. By evaluating multiple480

different pipelines the utility of theory-driven feature selec-481

tion versus guided feature compression (to help deal with482

the “large p" problem) has been tested, as well as compar-483

ing the performance of non-linear models versus their more484

traditional linear counterparts. Generally, and with but few485

exceptions, models accessing all features performed better486

than those using features selected from the qualitative lit- 487

erature. Given the generous selection of variables entered 488

into the theory-selected feature pool this highlights the po- 489

tential of an inductive methodology to uncover novel predic- 490

tors, even in “small n, large p” contexts. Model class com- 491

parisons unequivocally showed that non-linear models gave 492

better predictions than their linear counterparts, supporting 493

the notion that our models are capturing new non-linearities 494

that have not been analysed before. Finally, allowing guided 495

feature compression, parameterizable as part of a grid search, 496

uniformly outperformed traditional approaches that incorpo- 497

rated latent structures, such as partial least squares. 498

The majority of the models in our Rashomon set benefited 499

from identification of latent components. This broadly vali- 500

dates the utility of summarising predictors of slavery into k 501

latent factors (first done by the WFF in the construction of 502

the Vulnerability Model [34]). Whilst the final model de- 503

cided on by the WFF consists of 5 factors, the naturally oc- 504

curring solution (based on eigenvalues greater than 1) actu- 505

ally consisted of 6 factors [34], corroborating our bottom-up 506

findings. The present study, however, extends the WFF’s ini- 507

tial work by constructing components directly shaped by the 508

outcome variable, slavery prevalence. 509

Importantly, our analysis highlights the additional contri- 510

bution of a new component, Physical Security of Women, 511

reflecting the onus on a country’s law enforcement to pro- 512

tect woman from domestic violence, rape and sexual assault, 513

marital rape, shame/honour killings or femicides [47]. The 514
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Physical Security of Women has been previously been over-515

looked, due to the non-linear effect it has on the prediction of516

slavery, in combination with its interactions with other com-517

ponents. Most notable is the finding that not only is there is518

a greater vulnerability to women’s physical security in areas519

lacking access to resources, but this in turn is a particularly520

strong indicator of slavery occurrence (including the sexual521

exploitation and forced marriage of women).522

In previous models, gender inequality features have had523

to be removed because of issues with multicollinearity [34].524

Our methodology, which does not require the removal of525

correlated variables, demonstrates that gender inequality is526

likely a core piece of the puzzle in predicting national slav-527

ery figures. In addition to the physical security of women be-528

ing a predictive component, variables depicting either the re-529

porting or prevalence of rape also load highly onto two other530

components (see variable loadings in Appendix A2). This531

highlights that when explanation is the goal, it can be impor-532

tant for the researcher not to remove features that are corre-533

lated a priori, and instead navigate issues of multicollinearity534

within the modelling so that a more complete explanation can535

be achieved.536

Rashomon set analysis highlighted that despite the latent537

components found to be stable, there existed a high degree538

of variability in the importance ratings models assigned to539

each. All components were used to differing degrees in each540

Rashomon model, emphasizing the care that must be em-541

ployed when using machine learning not just for prediction,542

but to understand underlying factors. There is danger in fo-543

cusing on a single model for interpretation - even if the model544

performs well, misleading explanations can be drawn, par-545

ticularly in the presence of multicollinearity [40] and when546

there is degree of uncertainty around the accuracy of the data547

(see limitations below).548

Finally, this study leveraged machine learning to gener-549

ate new estimates of slavery prevalence. These estimates550

are of course useful unto themselves in understanding both551

the extent of slavery, and surrounding uncertainty. Addi-552

tional insights, however, can also be obtained by reflecting553

on the differences between the estimates produced by differ-554

ent models/methodologies. In contrast to the data driven ap-555

proach used here, the WFF approach we considered in com-556

parison, involves multiple adjustments and does not solely557

reflect the information held in independent variable data [2].558

This prompts the question of what additional information or559

intuition is not currently being captured in data and what560

would be valuable data for researchers to have. Understand-561

ing these data gaps, as well as when and why certain esti-562

mates don’t align with experts’ expectations, will be crucial563

for advancing the measurement of modern-day slavery for-564

ward. Future efforts might focus on how human judgement565

and computational modelling can be combined to build pre-566

diction models - harnessing the advantages of a data driven567

approach (objectivity, quantification, and out-of-sample pre- 568

dictions) combined with expert human judgement and addi- 569

tional contextual information. 570

In this study, and while key limitations of traditional re- 571

gression approaches were mitigated against, several limita- 572

tions remain inherent to the data. The dependent variable, 573

although derived from survey data collected using a repre- 574

sentative sampling methodology [48], nonetheless represents 575

an estimate rather than a direct measure of slavery. Conse- 576

quently, prevalence estimates must be considered more a re- 577

flection of slavery risk across the given the population, rather 578

then corresponding to formal incidence numbers. Further, 579

the estimates we produce are not able to offer indication of 580

the breakdown in the typology of slavery occurring within 581

a country. Recent work has focused on establishing proxy 582

indicators for specific types of vulnerability/exploitation, or 583

exploitation within specific industries, using small scale sur- 584

veys married to digital traces such as mobile phone records 585

[49], satellite imagery [50, 51, 52, 53], and vessel data [54]. 586

Such approaches can help to bolster the data in this domain 587

without putting vulnerable individuals at further risk. 588

This study applied machine learning methods to the con- 589

text of modern slavery to better understand the drivers of 590

this ongoing phenomenon. Using rigorous cross validation 591

approaches, careful consideration of model stability, and an 592

in-depth variable importance analysis, stable predictive com- 593

ponents emerged using data characterised as “small n, large 594

p”. Notably, a novel predictive component was found, in 595

the Physical Security of Women, which was shown to predict 596

prevalence non-linearly, and in association with other com- 597

ponents (in particular Access to Resources). Such non-linear 598

relationships, combined with the challenges traditional meth- 599

ods face when dealing with multicollinearity, may well be the 600

reason that this component, and its in its ability to support 601

quantitative prediction of slavery, has been previously over- 602

looked. The findings make the case for further exploration 603

of data-driven, inductive approaches and out-of-sample pre- 604

diction to complement existing methodologies being used to 605

study complex social problems such as modern-day slavery. 606

Method 607

Data 608

Selecting the Dependent variable. A single dependent 609

variable was used. This was the GSI’s country level preva- 610

lence estimates derived from Gallup World Poll survey data 611

(provided by the ILO and WFF) and converted to a percent- 612

age of the population. This included prevalence estimates for 613

48 unique countries over 2016 and 20183. For 22 countries 614

3The 2018 GSI in actually includes estimates of prevalence for

a total of 167 countries. However, the majority of these were pro-

duced using a risk model, and not estimated from survey data. The

reliability and practical usefulness of these extrapolated estimates
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there were estimates for both 2016 and 2018, giving a total of615

70 data points over the two years4. It is noted that the coun-616

tries in this sample did not include any countries from West-617

ern Europe or North America, and thus the generalisability of618

the findings to these regions are limited. The median value619

of prevalence was 0.46%, with the upper and lower quartiles620

as 0.26% and 0.77% respectively.621

Selecting the independent variables. The independent622

variables were scraped from online sources such as the World623

Bank Development Indicators (2018), UNAIDS (2019), the624

WomanStats project [47], the Early Warning Project, CIRI625

Human Rights Data Project [55], [33] and the UN’s Sustain-626

able Development Goal (SDG) indicators. A total of 106627

features were selected and collated5. The features, feature628

descriptions, and sources can be found in the Supplementary629

Materials. The data sources were verified to ensure that suf-630

ficient information on how the data was coded/collected was631

available, missing data was minimal for the 70 data points,632

and information existed for the time period that the data re-633

flected. If the variable was a composite scale or score then634

the variables from which it was constructed from, and how,635

needed to be clear before being selected.636

Data Pre-processing. Information on the open source637

variables indicated that often data had been collected over638

multiple years. When this was the case, the most recent year639

in the collection time frame was recorded. The year the data640

was collected was an important part of the data processing641

as for 22 countries there were two dependent variable data642

points - slavery prevalence in 2016 and slavery prevalence in643

2018. Therefore, data was sought to cover both these time644

periods. Overall, there was not enough data specific to the645

years 2016 and 2018 so the data was grouped by time period646

(2016 and before, and post 2016) and the most recent data647

from each group selected6. As an example, the Physical Se-648

curity of Women Scale had data only from the years 2014 and649

2019, therefore the former went in group 1 to predict slavery650

in 2016 and the latter went into group 2 to predict slavery in651

2018. Grouping the data in this manner reduced the missing652

data, but with the caveat that the features were assumed to653

be relatively stable between 2011 and 2016 for group 1, and654

between 2016 to 2019 for group 2.655

After this, any missing data that remained was then dealt656

with in the following way. First, variables which had more657

than 50% of data missing were discarded. Then, remaining658

data were imputed in two steps. Where a country had either659

2016 or 2018 data, the data from the year where it was avail-660

able was used for both years. (Therefore in a small number of661

cases the same feature value was used to predict two different662

dependent variable values - prevalence in 2016 and 2018).663

After this, the subsequent missing values were minimal, and664

can be viewed in the Appendix, Figure A6. The final step665

was to use a multivariate feature imputation method with re-666

gression trees for the remaining missing values7. Variables667

were then normalised to be between between 0 and 1. 668

Analysis 669

The methodology used in this study was exploratory, in- 670

ductive and data driven. This involved evaluating a num- 671

ber of different approaches and model classes to assess what 672

configuration of method and model produced the most accu- 673

rate predictions. Firstly, the utility of using all the features 674

versus a smaller pool of features selected from the literature 675

(the approach used by the GSI [34]) was tested. This theory 676

driven selection process was undertaken using a literature re- 677

view and by consulting with domain experts. The 106 fea- 678

tures were reduced to 35 spanning poverty, globalisation and 679

the country’s wealth, education, politics, violence, and con- 680

flict (the full list can be found in the Appendix, Figure A6). 681

Secondly, the value in using feature decomposition prior to 682

modelling verses inputting the raw variables into the model 683

was assessed. Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) was 684

chosen as it forces the matrices to be non-negative, making 685

the emergent components easier to interpret than when using 686

other methods such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA). 687

Finally, three different model classes (also selected for their 688

interpretability) linear regression, decision tree, and random 689

forest, with optimised meta-parameters, were also evaluated. 690

The resultant sixteen combinations of different methods and 691

models types can be found in Table 1. Leave one out cross 692

validation (LOOCV) was used to evaluate the model parame- 693

ters selected to ensure that the model was generalizable to the 694

full data set. Given the lack of data and that fitting the model 695

for an explanation, rather than pure prediction, was the goal 696

of the study, no data was held back to create a separate test 697

set. 698

have been queried [7, 33]. Therefore, this analysis only uses esti-

mates which were derived directly from the GWP survey data (as in

[33]).
4Given that the sampling procedure for both the 2016 and 2018

Gallup World Poll was random [48], there was no known reason

to assume that the 2016 survey would have directly influenced the

2018 survey; and thus the country prevalence estimates for 2016

and 2018 were treated as independent.
5Features were selected based on past literature, the authors’ in-

tuition, and conversations with domain experts. Initially there were

137 variables in the feature pool, before 31 were discarded due to

missing data, duplication, or measuring a phenomena too similar to

the dependent variable.
6For ease, the 2018 SDG data was used for 2016 and 2018 due to

the multiple sources and dates from which the data were collected
7The CART regression tree method was chosen due to features

being too highly correlated to perform regression based imputation

methods, such as predictive mean matching (causing singularities

in the matrix). Further, as linear models such as NMF and linear

regressions were being utilised in this analysis, a non-linear im-

putation method was preferable to avoid the variables’ collinearity

being inflated by the imputation process.
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To harness the model for out-of-sample prediction (the699

prediction of slavery in countries where no survey data ex-700

ists) additional independent variable data were scraped for701

the 171 countries (in 2018) unseen by the model. Where in-702

dependent variable data was not directly available, the same703

imputation method was used as described previously. For704

more information on the missing data prior to imputation for705

this sample see Appendix, Table A1. The model was then706

trained on the 70 data points for 2016 and 2018 where survey707

data was used in the estimates, and out-of-sample predictions708

made for the countries with no survey data.709
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Graphs to visually compare the pipeline performances. NMF = Non Negative Matrix Factorisation; DT = Decision

Tree; MF =Max features as a parameter available to the decision tree; RF = Random Forest; LM = Linear (regression) Model;

PLS = Partial Least Squares regression.
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(a) Component 1: Democratic Rule

The top loading variable is Democracy. Other high loading

variables directly related to democracy include bans for politi-

cal parties, freedom of discussion, and liberal democracy.

(b) Component 2: Armed Conflict

The high loading variables are armed conflict, an ongoing (or

ever has been a) mass killing, political terror, battle deaths, and

enclaves of rape (i.e. in refugee or military camps).

(c) Component 3: Physical Security of Women

The top loading variable represents the physical security of

women. Other relevant variables include the unequal distribu-

tion of power, and the laws/protection around reporting rape.

(d) Component 4: Social Inequality and Discrimination

The two highest loading variables depicts whether there has

ever been a mass killing, such as a genocide, before; and the

unequal distribution of power between social groups.

(e) Component 5: Access to Resources

High loading relevant variables include access to fuel, electric-

ity, water, and sanitation. Registered births, poor literacy, and

a lack of infant vaccines also denote poor access to infrastruc-

ture/services.

(f) Component 6: Religious and Political Freedoms

High loading variables include religious and political freedoms,

political and physical rights, independent judicial system, for-

eign and domestic freedom of movement, freedom to assemble,

political imprisonment, and freedom of movement for women.

Figure A2. The six components from the best model. On the y axis are the original raw variables, and the bars show their

loading value onto the new component (normalised to be between 0 and 1). The full variable names, a short description, and

their source can be found in the Supplementary Materials. Note that here only the top 10 loading variables are shown for

simplicity. The themes the components represent were decided after conversations with domain experts.
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Figure A3. The best decision tree model predicting prevalence of modern slavery using the six components from the NMF.

‘Samples’ represents the number of country-year data points at each node (out of 70). The ‘value’ refers to the predicted

prevalence (slavery as a percentage of the population) for that node.
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(a) Best Model

(b) Rashomon 2

(c) Rashomon 3

(d) Rashomon 4

Figure A4. The normalised variable loadings onto the components (H matrix from the NMF) for the Rashomon models with

the same pipeline as the best model (all the features and the model class NMF->DT (MF)). Some differences in loadings occur

due variances in the NMF paramterisation (different random seeds being used for coordinate descent, and different constants

that multiply the regularisation terms (alpha)) yet the overarching themes remain stable.
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Figure A5. A correlation matrix showing the Pearson r correlations between the components. Here a high value for Physical

Security of Women, depicts less security.
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Figure A6. Missing Data for all 106 variables before data was imputed using CART.
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Table A1

A comparison of 2018 prevalence estimates made by our model compared those made by the WFF’s model as part of the 2018

GSI. Missing data represents the percentage of missing independent variable data for our model before imputations were

made.

Country % Missing Data Our Best Model Estimate GSI Estimate

Albania 5 0.1 0.69

Algeria 2 0.61 0.27

American Samoa 94 0.5 0.26

Andorra 83 0.18 0.08

Angola 4 0.69 0.72

Antigua and Barbuda 82 0.18 0.33

Aruba 92 0.5 0.3

Australia 4 0.18 0.06

Austria 11 0.26 0.17

Azerbaijan 8 0.28 0.45

Bahamas 78 0.18 0.38

Bahrain 39 0.61 0.19

Bangladesh 0 0.69 0.37

Barbados 53 0.18 0.27

Belarus 9 0.18 1.09

Belgium 7 0.18 0.2

Belize 75 0.18 0.34

Benin 3 0.5 0.55

Bermuda 94 0.69 0.4

Bhutan 74 0.69 1.13

Bolivia 10 0.5 0.21

Bosnia and Herzegovina 8 0.28 0.34

Brazil 1 0.18 0.18

British Virgin Islands 96 0.18 0.29

Brunei Darussalam 62 0.61 1.09

Bulgaria 3 0.1 0.45

Burkina Faso 10 0.5 0.45

Burundi 8 0.69 4.0

Cabo Verde 25 0.5 0.41

Canada 7 0.18 0.05

Cayman Islands 93 0.18 0.21

Central African Republic 17 0.5 2.23

Chad 8 0.5 1.2

China 7 0.28 0.28

Comoros 76 0.28 0.55

Congo Republic 7 0.69 0.8

Costa Rica 2 0.18 0.13

Cote d’Ivoire 8 0.69 0.59

Croatia 6 0.18 0.6

Cuba 39 0.61 0.38

Curacao 94 0.61 0.4

Cyprus 8 0.18 0.42

Denmark 6 0.18 0.16

Djibouti 36 0.28 0.71

Dominica 85 0.5 0.34

Dominican Republic 0 0.28 0.4

Ecuador 2 0.18 0.24
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Table A1 continued from previous page

Country % Missing Data Our Best Model Estimate GSI Estimate

El Salvador 0 0.61 0.25

Equatorial Guinea 40 0.28 0.64

Eritrea 45 0.28 9.3

Estonia 2 0.18 0.36

Eswatini 8 0.61 0.88

Faeroe Islands 93 0.18 0.77

Fiji 80 0.18 0.52

Finland 4 0.18 0.17

France 5 0.18 0.2

French Polynesia 96 0.18 0.4

Gabon 2 0.61 0.48

Gambia 5 0.64 0.58

Germany 3 0.18 0.2

Gibraltar 96 0.18 0.4

Greece 5 0.18 0.79

Greenland 94 0.18 0.2

Grenada 83 0.18 0.41

Guam 94 0.18 0.29

Guinea-Bissau 36 0.5 0.75

Guinea 2 0.69 0.78

Guyana 7 0.5 0.26

Hong Kong 92 0.61 0.14

Iceland 25 0.18 0.21

Iran 7 0.61 1.62

Iraq 11 0.61 0.48

Ireland 3 0.18 0.17

Isle of Man 95 0.15 0.06

Israel 6 0.08 0.39

Italy 4 0.18 0.24

Jamaica 3 0.18 0.26

Japan 5 0.26 0.03

Kazakhstan 7 0.61 0.42

Kenya 2 0.5 0.69

Kiribati 83 0.69 0.52

Kuwait 10 0.61 0.15

Kyrgyz Republic 6 0.61 0.41

Laos 12 0.69 0.94

Lesotho 6 0.5 0.42

Liberia 2 0.5 0.74

Libya 40 0.61 0.77

Liechtenstein 85 0.18 0.17

Lithuania 6 0.18 0.58

Luxembourg 27 0.18 0.15

Macao 92 0.18 0.29

Macedonia 11 0.18 0.87

Madagascar 1 0.69 0.75

Malaysia 2 0.61 0.69

Maldives 77 0.28 0.64

Mali 7 0.5 0.36

Malta 74 0.18 0.37

Marshall Islands 85 0.5 0.33
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Table A1 continued from previous page

Country % Missing Data Our Best Model Estimate GSI Estimate

Mauritius 6 0.5 0.1

Micronesia, Fed. Sts. 86 0.5 0.87

Moldova 11 0.18 0.55

Monaco 84 0.18 0.06

Montenegro 6 0.18 0.59

Mozambique 3 0.69 0.54

Namibia 4 0.5 0.33

Nauru 83 0.15 0.17

Netherlands 3 0.18 0.18

New Caledonia 96 0.69 0.67

New Zealand 5 0.18 0.06

Nicaragua 0 0.61 0.29

Niger 9 0.5 0.67

North Korea 52 0.28 10.46

Northern Mariana Islands 94 0.61 0.29

Norway 6 0.26 0.18

Oman 10 0.28 0.21

Palau 88 0.18 0.02

Palestine 91 0.61 0.53

Panama 0 0.18 0.21

Papua New Guinea 39 0.69 1.03

Paraguay 5 0.15 0.16

Peru 0 0.69 0.26

Portugal 2 0.18 0.25

Puerto Rico 92 0.61 0.4

Qatar 8 0.61 0.15

Rwanda 6 0.69 1.16

Saint-Martin 98 0.69 0.96

Samoa 82 0.28 1.09

San Marino 83 0.18 0.15

Sao Tome and Principe 77 0.5 0.4

Saudi Arabia 10 0.61 0.19

Senegal 0 0.5 0.29

Seychelles 78 0.18 0.18

Sierra Leone 4 0.5 0.5

Sint Maarten 95 0.61 0.21

Slovakia 10 0.18 0.29

Slovenia 6 0.18 0.22

Solomon Islands 77 0.69 1.0

Somalia 37 1.06 1.55

South Korea 12 0.26 0.19

South Sudan 41 0.5 2.05

Spain 2 0.18 0.23

St. Kitts and Nevis 83 0.18 0.42

St. Lucia 77 0.18 0.4

St. Vincent and the Grenadines 82 0.18 0.17

Sudan 34 0.61 1.2

Suriname 21 0.15 0.23

Sweden 8 0.18 0.16

Switzerland 10 0.18 0.17

Syria 44 0.61 0.73
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Table A1 continued from previous page

Country % Missing Data Our Best Model Estimate GSI Estimate

Tajikistan 6 0.28 0.45

Tanzania 6 0.69 0.62

Timor-Leste 42 0.5 0.77

Togo 8 0.5 0.68

Tonga 80 0.5 0.75

Trinidad and Tobago 13 0.18 0.3

Turkey 6 0.28 0.65

Turkmenistan 40 0.28 1.12

Turks and Caicos Islands 94 0.18 0.24

Tuvalu 86 0.5 0.64

United Arab Emirates 11 0.61 0.17

United Kingdom 7 0.18 0.21

United States 7 0.18 0.13

United States Virgin Islands 94 0.64 0.24

Uruguay 0 0.18 0.1

Uzbekistan 35 0.28 0.52

Vanuatu 78 0.5 0.41

Venezuela 12 0.61 0.56

Western Sahara 98 0.69 0.48

Yemen 5 0.61 0.31

Zambia 5 0.5 0.57

Zimbabwe 7 0.61 0.67

Appendix B

Best Model Parameters

The best performing model (MAE=0.227) used the following meta-parameters for the NMF and Decision Tree functions in 910

the Scikit-learn python package: random state = 45, NMF K components = 6, NMF solver = ‘cd’, NMF tolerance = 0.005, 911

NMF alpha = 2, NMF max iterations = 350, max depth of the tree = 6; tree max features = 0.3, tree minimum samples to split 912

on = 3. 913



Figures

Figure 1

The LOOCV performance of all models where MAE was less than 0.27.



Figure 2

The predictions of slavery prevalence (individuals enslaved as a % of the population) made by the best
model using leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV), compared to the ‘actual’ prevalence as estimated
using the GallupWorld Poll (GWP) survey data. The grey box plots illustrate the distribution of 10,000
bootstrapped LOOCV predictions (using the full pipeline NMF->DT) to help illustrate the uncertainty
associated with our model’s predictions. The box shows the quartiles of the bootstrapped predictions
while the whiskers extend to show the rest of the distribution, except for points that were determined to be
“outliers” (using a function of the inter-quartile range) which are not plotted. The x axis is ordered by the
MAE.

Figure 3

The permutation importance [42] of the NMF components (identi�ed latent variables) in the best
performing model.



Figure 4

The predictions of slavery prevalence (individuals enslaved as a % of the population) made by the best
model and the �ve other well performing models in the Rashomon set (see Table 2). The x axis is ordered
by the MAE between our best model and the ‘actual’ prevalence as estimated by the GWP survey data.

Figure 5



Comparison of variable importance ratings all models in the Rashomon set, omitting those in the same
model class as the best model (NMF->DT (MF).

Figure 6

A heat map illustrating that (for the best performing model) the partial dependency of the prevalence
prediction is especially high when both Access to Resources and Physical Security of Women are low.
Here, a lower score for Physical Security of Women indicates less security.



Figure 7

Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE) plots to illustrate the non-linear effects of components on the
best model’s predictions. Each coloured line is a country-year data point with some jitter applied. The
thick black line is the average partial dependency of the component on the prevalence prediction.

Figure 8



The predictions made for the 2018 prevalence of slavery (individuals enslaved as a % of the population)
in countries where no GWP survey data exists. The estimates made by the best performing model are
compared to those made by the GSI. The grey box plots illustrate the distribution of 10,000 bootstrapped
LOOCV predictions (using the full pipeline NMF->DT) to help illustrate the uncertainty associated with our
model’s predictions. The box shows the quartiles of the bootstrapped predictions while the whiskers
extend to show the rest of the distribution, except for points that were determined to be “outliers” (using a
function of the inter-quartile range) which are not plotted. The x axis is ordered by the disagreement
between our model’s predictions and the predictions made by the GSI model. The countries displayed are
those which had <10% missing independent variable data. For all 172 out-of-sample predictions and
information on missing data see Appendix, Table A1.
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